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Snow fell for days,
the long white albs of trees,
and saplings ice locked to earth.
Some of us took axes,
shovels, to chink our way through,
assuring ourselves
the road was as far as we would go.
After we cleared the barn
the old ones called us back.
We waved our arms and smiled.
There were fans of light
beyond the snow blocked woods.
When we look behind,
nightfires belong to strangers.
We don't talk of home,
snow blind and bitten
we keep digging.
No one remembers
when the words ran out.
by Nancy Donegan
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she does suggest is a fullness of life for
Victorian women, a fullness often ignored.
Although the reader at times may quarrel
with occasional interpretations, the total
effect of her impressive accumulation of
sources (and her interpretation of them)
convinces the reader of the veracity of her
thesis of Victorian man's apprehension of
the awesome powers of woman. Woman and
The Demon is intellectually stimulating and
complex, often outrageous, and certainly
worthy of being considered a major
contribution to feminist criticism.
•
subjection of women is a defensive response
to this power on the part of Victorian men.
Victorian efforts to convert women into
angels similarly reflect this need to
counteract the perceived danger of women's
demonic and superhuman powers. Through
the use of numerous examples, Auerbach
convincingly shows how Victorian
iconography abounds with tributes to
woman's demonic essence. Her argument is
especially persuasive in her reading of the
Pre-Raphaelite paintings of Ford Madox
Brown, Dante Gabriel Rossetti and Hol-
man Hunt. She beautifully illuminates the
contradiction between the actual force of the
images and their official messages. An
example of this kind of illumination is her
brief comment on Edward Burne-Jones'
"Head of a Mermaid" (the cover
illustration). We of the twentieth century
might patronizingly view the mermaid as
merely pretty and romantic; but Auerbach
shows how the mermaid's face is
dangerously alive and seductive, and
explains how the motif of the mermaid, or
serpent-woman, is a powerful recurring
Victorian motif.
Auerbach proposes that the Victorian
perception of the old maid as a grotesque
figure of ridicule was due to two central
cultural fears: fear of the female hero, and
"the starker, still less rapidly confronted
spectacle of the defeat of the family and the
mutation of the race .... " She demonstrates
how the fearsome idea of a new race of old
maids assuming power over the future seeps
into some of the best-loved Victorian fiction.
To counter this perception of the old maid,
Auerbach offers much evidence from little-
known sources of Victqrian women's
biography, autogiobraphy, and fiction that
gives us glimpses of the myth that worked
beneath the surface of the Victorian age, in
which the old maid is an authentic hero, an
audacious woman of independence and self-
realization. She is often pictured as being
superior in both heart and soul to her
married sisters, an exalted figure, set apart
from the mass of common, married
humanity. Wilkie Collins' The Woman in
White is credited by Auerbach as being the
most explicit exaltation of the old maid as a
criticism of traditional wifehood. Among
the many sources drawn upon that share this
iconoclastic vision of woman alone and in
command, are Charlotte Bonte's auto-
oiographical novel Villette and her letters to
her spinster friend Mary Taylor, and the
lives of Christina Rossetti, George Eliot,
Queen Victoria, and Florence Nightingale.
Like the old maid, the fallen woman is
really a magically empowered creature
t-B_O_O_k_R_e_v....;ie_w....;s_c:...;o:..:.n;.:t::.:.in;;;.u:::e~d~ --l1 whose fall transhgures her and gives her the
freedom to grow. Her will to rise carries her
beyond the bonds that confine her married
sisters, and transforms her into a dangerous
and potent force. With characteristic skills,
Auerbach scours many sources from art and
literature to support her thesis, among
which are certain paintings of Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, George Eliot's Adam Bede,
Thomas Hardy's Tess of the D' Urbervilles,
Nathaniel Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter, and
Lewis Carroll's Alice In Wonderland.
Auerbach never suggests in her book that
Victorian women literally had the power
that her myth figuratively expresses. What
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